This study focuses on the application of collage techniques to contemporary fashion and intends to show that collage techniques have a significant influence on contemporary fashion, leading to a more creative design aesthetic through the combination of fashion and art. The author carried out an empirical analysis focusing on domestic and global fashion collections from 2000S/S to 2010F/W, fashion publications, and internet data, along with a literature review. As a result, the papier-collé approach, as represented by cubism, showed a creative surface effect through the texture of the paper itself by applying real paper and other materials directly to the clothing items. Second, Dadaist ready-made expressed a distortion of the material and freedom of expression by creating a collage with ready-made fashion items and daily necessities. Third, a photomontage expressed unique images by printing various images of photos that contrasted in perspective. In addition to this, beauty in dissonance and a new sense of space by a collage of disparate material. Fourth, décalcomanie was expressed by printing methods, giving a stable image of the symmetry of the perfect landscape as well as the unintended effect of coincidence in abstract images and particular textures. Fifth, assemblage as the representative collage technique of pop art introduced the overall object itself or modified form by combining it with fashion to express three-dimensional aggregate structures.
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<Fig. 3> Ernst, 1925 . From Ernst. (2009 Surrealism Décalcomanie -Expression of fantastic material feel obtained accidentally from a technique by which applying ink or dyestuff on a sheet of paper and then folding it or pressing onto another surface of paper.
Pop art Assemblage
-Putting together the objets found in daily routine life or the ready-made products onto one single canvas or making the three-dimensional compositions via cubic setup process.
↓ Collage techniques accepted in modern fashion
Papier collé Use of foreign materials -Application of post-it, paper money, various kinds of paper or printed materials onto clothes.
-Creating the spatial sense through composing a clothing-like shape with paper; making some clothing pattern by putting a variety of papers on clothes with emphasis on special feels.
Ready made
Use of foreign materials -Adding and attaching the diverse daily necessaries and clothes to clothing as decorative element.
-Giving the unexpected effects and humoristic images through sublimation into decorative objets instead of originally intended usage. 
